C. Shannon revolutionized the design of information systems by showing that the logarithm of independent probabilities were additive and constituted a unit of measure for information. Because ln p  is additive, basic analytics could be applied to information,
such as the average which forms entropy and the average difference which forms divergence. Unnecessarily neglected in this formative framework for information theory, is the equally important fact that translating entropy back into probability space gives the geometric mean of the distribution, . i p i i p  This is also the inverse of the perplexity, but expressing average uncertainty as a probability provides powerful intuition about inference algorithms.
Furthermore, E. Renyi and C. Tsallis established important generalizations of information theory and statistical mechanics for complex systems. Challenges in interpreting the significance and applicability of their generalizations has reduced the utilization of these powerful analytical methods. Defining these generalizations in terms of the degree of nonlinear coupling, which can be shown to be related to a measure of risk, assists in interpreting the metrics. Both the Renyi entropy and the normalized Tsallis entropy, translated into a probability form the weighted generalized mean,
where  is the degree of nonlinear coupling and
 is the coupled probability for the normalized Tsallis entropy and ii wp  for the Renyi entropy. The full spectrum, referred to as a Risk Profile, applied to the evaluation of information algorithms provides a measure of robustness, accuracy, and decisiveness.
The clarity provided by expressing average uncertainty as a probability rather than as entropy or perplexity is important in communicating the performance of information systems. Engineers and managers seek performance metrics which are simple and intuitive, so that system objectives can be communicated clearly. As an example, inference engines have two basic requirements; correct classification and accurate probabilities. Reporting the percentage of correct classification is routine and standard. In contrast measuring accurate probabilities has produced a perplexing array of literature for several decades. Grounding the accuracy of probabilities with the geometric mean of reported probabilities will be consistent with information theoretic metrics, while utilizing the intuitive scale of probabilities. Utilizing the Risk Profile provides further insight and can be shown to be related to several alternative scoring rules.
